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focuses on its effective integration into English for Specific Purposes
instruction at the Faculty of Hotel Management and Tourism. As no techno-
logical tool can of itself bring any improvements in learning, prior to its
inclusion, the specific instruction context is to be investigated in order to
make informed decisions in line with students' needs and interests and
curricula objectives. For this reason, a survey on students' perceptions and
attitudes was carried out. The findings enabled identifying the instructional
aspects to be enhanced by the Internet and pointing out suggestions and
remedial aspects. In general, the findings support the idea that the Internet
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COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017146 ALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJACINTRODUCTIONApart from having completely transformed almost all aspects oflife, the Information Communication Technology (ICT) has alsoaffected the raising of a new generation of learners. The so-calledDigital Natives, whose life is inextricably linked to the Internet,social networks and various types of sophisticated electronicgadgets, understandably have posed profound challenges to theireducators, Digital Immigrants, as designated by Prensky (2001).Educators have been struggling not rarely tending to employ teach-ing methods and techniques they themselves found most effectivewhen they were students. Yet, facing the fact that today’s studentsare no longer the people our educational system was designed toteach (Prensky, 2001, p. 1), educators have gradually been reshap-ing their teaching practices. Finally, by assimilating ICT into theteaching paradigm, Digital Natives’ learning needs have beenadequately answered.In the realm of English Language Teaching (ELT), Comput-er-Assisted language learning (CALL) took hold. This approach, or abranch of applied linguistics, refers to “any process in which alearner uses a computer and, as a result, improves his or herlanguage” (Beatty, 2010, p. 10). Although CALL comprises a varietyof technology uses (Chapelle, 2010, p. 66), this study deals with onlyone of its aspects, the Internet. Due to the nature of its networkcontents, the Internet has turned out to be the most readilyembraced technological tool immersing in English as a foreignlanguage (EFL) classrooms on all education levels worldwide. Sincethe 1990s, a large body of research has been focused on the qualita-tive and quantitative analyses of its beneficial effects (Hubbard,2009). The repeatedly stressed Internet affordances and advantag-es, in a nutshell, comprise: increasing motivation for EFL learning(Muehleisen, 1997; Warschauer, 1996), developing learner autono-my and a sense of empowerment (Warschauer & Whittaker, 1997),being the biggest state-of-the-art information source for any fieldof study, a primary media of literacy and communication practices(Shetzer & Warschauer, 2000), promoting global understanding(Lee, 2000). Also, trying to urge EFL instructors to make most of thelearning opportunities of ICT, the authors have not failed to offernumerous valuable suggestions along with practical techniques



HEADING TOWARDS INTERNET ENHANCED ESP INSTRUCTIONALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJAC 147and lessons that can be used (e.g. Đorđević, 2016; Muehleisen, 1997;Murray, 2004).The overall purpose of the study is to inquire into the Internetaffordances2 and utility in the particular case of English for SpecificPurposes (ESP), i.e. the instruction at the Faculty of Hotel Manage-ment and Tourism in Vrnjačka Banja where EL is a one-semestercompulsory course in all four years of undergraduate studies. Giventhat the findings of the needs analysis carried out at this facultyindicated that the EFL curricula were positively evaluated (Pešić &Radovanović, 2016), this study tends to investigate potentialinstructional improvement and focuses on the initial steps of theeffective Internet integration.The underlying premise is that the Internet inclusion does notnecessarily yield enhanced instruction as “the computer does notin and of itself bring about improvements in learning” (Kern &Warschauer, 2000, p. 2). The possibilities of the Internet integrationare simply immense, yet, there is no proposed mode to cater to anylanguage instructor with any students and bring about the desiredoutcomes. Furthermore, it is a fallacy to generalize the findings ofthe use of technology in ELT contexts to the field of ESP instruction(Dashestani & Stojković, 2015). Although the viable options may beaffected by the available technical equipment, the particular learn-ing context essentially determines the utility of the Internet as theexpected outcomes may differ for another setting and a differentgroup of students.Thus, the Internet should be carefully considered and researchedunder the specific conditions in order to ensure a successful inte-gration into educational practice (Dashestani & Stojković, 2015).Since ESP is seen as “an approach to language teaching in which alldecisions as to content and method are based on the learner’sreason for learning” (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987, p. 19), studentsshould be the first to turn to when seeking effective ways to inno-vate educational practices. Thus, conducting a survey to obtain thedata from students was posed as the first objective as their percep-tions and attitudes were taken to be of paramount importance.Only after the relevant data had been described and analysed, wasit possible to identify the instructional aspects to be enhanced andmake suggestions regarding learning efficiency and effectiveness2 The term affordance refers to the potential for action or the capacity ofreal-world objects to help humans in executing their assertive will (Colpaert,2006, p. 478).



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017148 ALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJACimprovements, which was the second posed objective. The datainterpretation enabled making informed decisions on possibleenhancements in line with students’ interests and attitudes andcurricula objectives. Based on the insights from the relevant litera-ture, elicited students’ comments and authors’ ideas, suggestionswere pointed out.
SURVEY To acquire the data indicating the students’ attitudes and percep-tions of the Internet utility, a survey questionnaire wasconstructed. It comprised 32 enquiry items based on a 5-point scaleranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’3 plus oneopen-ended question. The main issues addressed were broadly clas-sified into three sections. Following the section containing 8questions on attitudes and preferences for using the Internet, thesecond section of the questionnaire was an investigation ofstudents’ attitudes towards using the Internet for educationalpurposes and included 14 questions. The 9 items of the last sectionfocused on the students’ perceived benefits of using the Internetfor education. Since learning will be enhanced if learners are givenopportunities to contribute their own ideas, experiences and feel-ings (Nunan, 2012, p. 89), the last question was to elicitstudents’ suggestions and comments.The survey relied heavily on the Internet for designing andadministering the questionnaire, as well as collecting the data.Using Google Docs, the questionnaire was designed both in Serbianand in English. With the help of the few students, the others wereinvited via students’ Facebook groups to fill it in anonymously inthe language of their choice. 
SURVEY FINDINGSTwo interesting facts are worth pointing to in the beginning. First-ly, the scope of the study was limited in terms of the number ofparticipants. The fact that 55 of about 320 students took part,3 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree.



HEADING TOWARDS INTERNET ENHANCED ESP INSTRUCTIONALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJAC 149however, may also be indicative pointing either to the general lackof motivation or insufficient or inadequate use of the networks.This could possibly prove worth investigating in some futureresearch. Yet, the responses obtained were taken as valuableenough in drawing conclusions. Also, only two students chose to fillin the English version, whereas the vast majority optioned for theSerbian one, which may be indicative of the general attitudetowards the use of English outside of class. The responses werecombined, and the total average values (A), along with the ques-tions and percentages, are presented in the tables to facilitate theinterpretation of the findings.
As the findings presented in Table 1 confirmed, almost all stu-dents go online on a daily basis (94.55%). When asked to rate theircomputer literacy, over the two-thirds agreed, or strongly agreed,that it was at an excellent level (Q2). The Internet was not used bystudents mainly for purposes related to entertainment and leisure(Q3, Q8), but rather for informative purposes and interpersonalcommunication.The reported findings were in line with the results of the secondsection. As can be seen from the data in Table 2, the majority of

QUESTION 5 4 3 2 1 AQ1 I use the Internet daily. 94.55% 3.64% 0.00% 0.00% 1.82% 4.89Q2 I think that my computer literacy is at an excellent level. 27.27% 54.55% 16.36% 1.82% 0.00% 4.07Q3 The Internet is a source of enter-tainment, rather than a tool for learning. 5.45% 0.00% 40.00% 32.73% 21.82% 2.35Q4 Most often, I use the Internet for online chatting. 3.64% 29.09% 25.45% 30.91% 10.91% 2.84Q5 ...* the web search.* Most often, I use the Internet for… 23.64% 58.18% 16.36% 1.82% 0.00% 4.04Q6 ...* participating in discussion fo-rums. 0.00% 1.82% 14.55% 41.82% 41.82% 1.76Q7 ...* sending e-mails. 5.45% 40.00% 36.36% 12.73% 5.45% 3.27Q8 ...* playing online games. 7.27% 9.09% 10.91% 29.09% 43.64% 2.07TABLE 1: STUDENTS' ATTITUDES AND PREFERENCES FOR USING THE INTERNET



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017150 ALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJACstudents are aware of the Internet affordances in education.However, the findings are quite revealing in several ways. Regard-ing EFL learning, only a small number of respondents asserted thatthey did not use the Internet independently to improve their EFLknowledge (1.82%). Interactive language learning exercises anddrills available on the Internet had already been widely used bystudents mostly for practising grammar (Q11), as anticipated, butfor practising listening techniques, as well (Q13). Although theInternet was perceived as especially valuable for boosting vocabu-lary (Q12, 4.18), students did not, however, express much interestin expanding specialised vocabulary through the search of hospi-tality and tourism (HT) terms and phrases used in authenticcontexts (Q15, 3.55). As regards unknown words, the majority ofstudents resorted to the use of online translation tools for wordsand texts (Q16, 4.31). However, responses to Q14 are indicative ofthe fact that most students did not only opt for the easiest option tograsp the meaning, as only 14.54% disagreed with the statementregarding the use of monolingual online dictionaries.The most surprising findings are related to questions 17, 18 and19. In contrast to our expectations, but in line with responses toquestions 4, 6 and 7, the data revealed that students made little useof electronic communication both in the mother tongue and inEnglish. Emails as a medium of interaction in English were not usedvery frequently (Q17, 3.44), although insignificantly more oftenthan emails in Serbian (Q7, 3.37). Even more rarely was the Internetused for writing texts in English and publishing them on the Inter-net (Q18, 1.69), which, in fact, proved to be the least commonactivity students engaged in. The even more surprising was the factthat the Internet was not widely used as a medium of oral commu-nication (Q4, 2.84, Q19, 2.47), either.On the other hand, students expressed slightly more positiveattitudes towards the Internet use for professional purposes.Regarding the utility for academic purposes, the Internet proved tobe beneficial for improving professional skills, or the knowledge ofsubject-matter (Q20, 3.67). Likewise, students perceived the Inter-net as an adequate researching tool and source of informationneeded for writing essays and term papers (Q10, 3.76). As for possi-ble impediments, the students did not perceive the Internet as atime-consuming tool as they did not avoid its usage because thesearch took up too much time (Q22, 1.93), neither did they see
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QUESTION 5 4 3 2 1 AQ9 Frequently I use the Internet in-dependently to improve my EFL knowledge 30.91% 30.91% 36.36% 1.82% 0.00% 3.91Q10 I use the Internet for reading and browsing web pages in English when writing essays and term papers 29.09% 41.82% 16.36% 1.82% 10.91% 3.76Q11 ...* practising grammar* I use the Internet for 40.00% 40.00% 9.09% 9.09% 1.82% 4.07Q12 ...* learning new words and phrases 47.27% 30.91% 16.36% 3.64% 1.82% 4.18Q13 ...* practising listening compre-hension techniques 20.00% 36.36% 23.64% 16.36% 3.64% 3.53Q14 ...* looking up words in online monolingual dictionaries 30.91% 34.55% 20.00% 9.09% 5.45% 3.76Q15 ...* searching specialised vocabu-lary used in authentic contexts 21.82% 34.55% 27.27% 9.09% 7.27% 3.55Q16 I use online translation tools 56.36% 25.45% 10.91% 7.27% 0.00% 4.31Q17 ...* written communication in English 20.00% 32.73% 29.09% 7.27% 10.91% 3.44Q18 I write texts in English and pub-lish them on the Internet 5.45% 1.82% 9.09% 23.64% 60.00% 1.69Q19 ...* oral communication in Eng-lish 9.09% 14.55% 21.82% 23.64% 30.91% 2.47Q20 ...* to improve my knowledge of vocational subjects, for professional development 23.64% 36.36% 25.45% 12.73% 1.82% 3.67Q21 I do not use the Internet for edu-cational purposes because my EFL knowledge is not satisfactory 3.64% 9.09% 18.18% 29.09% 40.00% 2.07Q22 I do not use the Internet for pro-fessional development because the search takes too much time 1.82% 12.73% 9.09% 29.09% 47.27% 1.93TABLE 2: STUDENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS USING THE INTERNET FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017152 ALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJACGiven the findings of the second section, the responses to followcould have been anticipated. As shown in Table 3, among theperceived affordances and benefits of the Internet, the followingstand out: improvement of the knowledge of general EFL (Q23, 4.25)and expanding knowledge of other cultures (Q29, 4.20). By contrast,the benefits of learning ESP were significantly lower rated (3.76).Regarding four basic language skills (reading, writing, speaking,listening), the perceived merits were similarly rated in the rangefrom 3.44 to 3.87 (Q25–Q29). In terms of motivation, however,contrary to the findings of previous studies, the students did notquite agree that the use of the Internet boosted learners’ motiva-tion (Q30, 3.60). Interestingly, one student even commented thatthe Internet, as well as other modern ICT, did not allow students tothink and be more engaged in learning. Therefore, the responses toQ31 revealing that the Internet was not perceived as a must in EFLteaching (3.75) should not come as a surprise.
QUESTION 5 4 3 2 1 AQ 23 The use of the Internet has im-proved my knowledge of general EFL 49.09% 34.55% 9.09% 7.27% 0.00% 4.25Q 24 The use of the Internet has im-proved my knowledge of EFL for tour-ism and hospitality 30.91% 27.27% 30.91% 9.09% 1.82% 3.76Q 25 The Internet is particularly use-ful for improving reading skills 36.36% 32.73% 12.73% 12.73% 5.45% 3.82Q 26 ...* improving writing skills* The Internet is particularly useful for 38.18% 29.09% 20.00% 7.27% 5.45% 3.87Q 27 ...* improving speaking skills 23.64% 27.27% 23.64% 20.00% 5.45% 3.44Q 28 ...* improving listening skills 32.73% 32.73% 16.36% 16.36% 1.82% 3.78Q 29 I have learned a lot about other cultures through the Internet 47.27% 34.55% 9.09% 9.09% 0.00% 4.20Q 30 The use of the Internet in the classroom increases learning motiva-tion 23.64% 30.91% 32.73% 7.27% 5.45% 3.60Q 31 The Internet must be used in EFL teaching 32.73% 27.27% 27.27% 7.27% 5.45% 3.75TABLE 3: STUDENTS' PERCEIVED BENEFITS OF USING THE INTERNET



HEADING TOWARDS INTERNET ENHANCED ESP INSTRUCTIONALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJAC 153DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONSWidely quoted statistics that about 80% of the world’s electronical-ly stored information is in English, testifies to the fact that Englishhas such a dominant position to be considered as the chief Internetlingua franca (Crystal, 2003, pp. 115–117). Given that ESP is basedon particular educational needs of specialised learners and basical-ly about content-based instruction, the main purpose of theInternet in ESP instruction is more than evident. As responses to Q5indicate, students tend to make use of the abounding online infor-mation. Yet, judging from Q10 and Q20, they do not exploit theInternet content affordances as fully as possible, which is furtherrelated to Q15 responses on the engagement in searching special-ised vocabulary. These findings, coupled with the fact thatperceived benefits of the Internet for improving ESP were not ratedvery highly (Q24), clearly point to the instructional aspects to beenhanced and courses to be taken.Firstly, there is a definite need to exploit the abundance ofauthentic online recourses (scholarly books and articles, newspa-per and magazine articles, video materials, brochures,advertisements) more effectively. As Hubbard (2009, p. 14) states,more attention should be given to how students use computers ontheir own and what content and processes can help them be moresuccessful. Promoting the use of the appropriate resources andrelevant information on the subject matter, tailored to thestudents’ needs, for both in-class instruction and after class assign-ments and research projects would provide students theopportunity to focus on the relevant subject and practise English.Then again, authentic materials and specialised online corporaare ideally suited for presenting some specific language items. Forinstance, corpus-based analysis of discourse can come in handy toraise students’ awareness of collocations. Students can be encour-aged to identify the lexical items and language patterns inauthentic texts and use them afterwards in their own languageproduction. In this regard, British National Corpus (publicly availa-ble at www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk ) is quite useful. To illustrate, studentscan look up the most commonly used nouns (e.g. holiday, accommo-dation, room, tour) and find verbs, adjectives or nouns most oftenused with the given nouns, and use them afterwards in the sentenc-es of their own. Also, this could be a useful way to master



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017154 ALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJACcombinations of prepositions with nouns, adjectives or verbs andthus overcome the typical errors arising from the interference withthe students’ mother tongue (e.g. interested in not for). Variousvideo clips, short films and educational videos on relevant topicseasily accessed on video sharing website YouTube can serve a simi-lar purpose, i.e. increasing students’ productive vocabulary. To listjust a few: Practising the registration in a hotel, Top 10 Hotel Manage-ment Tips for Managers in the Hospitality Industry, Worldwide careers inhotel management. In addition, materials developing interculturalcompetence are always a good option in this line of study. By rais-ing awareness of cultural differences, students are gettingprepared to create an effective communication with people comingfrom different world regions. In this regard, students’ rating Q29with a high mark (4.20) testifies of their interest in getting familiarwith new cultures. Thus, task-based web activities on culturaldifferences created by Son (2008, p. 38) and suggested websites setgood examples of activities fostering intercultural and languageknowledge and satisfying students’ interests.As for research projects, Lee (2000) points to the effectiveness ofproject writing, either individual or done as a pair / team work, inat least two ways: students can construct the knowledge ratherthan only receive it and can publish their work on the web. Thethird, not less valuable one, could be added: developing (re)searchstrategies. In fact, less than positive perceptions expressed in Q10,Q20 and Q24 could be possibly explained in terms of underdevel-oped (re)search strategies. Namely, the effective use of the Internetcontents requires a good level of electronic literacy, i.e. onlineresearch. Knowledge of navigating Internet sources, search forinformation, and critical evaluation and interpretation of what isfound represents perhaps the most crucial set of electronic literacyskills (Shetzer & Warschauer, 2000, p. 175). As memorisation is farless important than effective search strategies in this technologicalage (Warschauer & Healey, 1998), ESP instructors are to assiststudents in acquiring these skills, even more so in the first part ofthe research activities. Since the Internet utility depends funda-mentally on how well the materials found match the needs of thestudents and their ability level (Kung & Chuo, 2002), instructorsshould preselect the websites best serving educational purposesand make ready to inform students on what search engines andwebsites to use, how to make use of search results, or even demon-strate more demanding tasks.



HEADING TOWARDS INTERNET ENHANCED ESP INSTRUCTIONALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJAC 155Another instructional aspect to be dealt with is communication,which is of vital importance for HT professionals as a basic tool inthese fields. Although the previous study indicated the insufficientlevel of communication skill development perceived by students(Pešić & Radovanović, 2016), they did not, however, exploit theInternet potentials for oral or written communication in English, asindicated by Q17–Q19. Therefore, the computer-mediated commu-nication is to be supported. The Internet used either forsynchronous communication (with all users logged on and chattingat the same time) or asynchronous communication (with a delayedmessage system such as e-mail), as distinguished by Warschauerand Healey (1998, p. 63), will indubitably contribute to enhancedfluency. As for synchronous ’real time’ oral communication,students need to be encouraged to use social networking sites, chatrooms and Skype to communicate with other learners or nativespeakers. This will help them push their language to greater levelsof complexity (Warschauer & Healey, 1998, p. 63). Students’responses to the last question also emphasized fostering speakingskills. As suggested by students, watching short videos such as RickSteves' YouTube channel, the Expedia Channel featuring content ontravel, destinations, attractions and useful tips from travel expertscan be used as a basis for fruitful follow-up discussions. Collabora-tive projects regarding comparisons of several hotels, for instance,and giving spoken in-class presentations were also recommended.The fact that similar activities have been previously mentioned isbest explained by the inherent capacity of the Internet based activ-ities to combine various skills and satisfy several educational goalssimultaneously.Communication, seen also as one area of electronic literacy,involves different ways of interacting and communicating. Writingin traditional pedagogy, or construction as one area of electronicliteracy (Shetzer & Warschauer, 2000, pp. 174–5), deserves atten-tion in this field of study, as well. More than a half of theinvestigated students in the previous research, 57.89%, rated writ-ing as the most needed skill for a future working place (Pešić &Radovanović, 2016). Thus, it is equally important to providestudents with greater opportunities for authentic written commu-nication either by finding them keypals (e-mail penpals) or helpingthem find their own, as suggested by Muehleisen (1997) or urgingthem to create web pages and websites individually or collabora-
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PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONSA few pedagogical implications emerge from the discussion. Forone thing, by the Internet integration teacher’s role attains variousnew shades as the teacher becomes “a guide on the site” ratherthan “a sage on the stage” (Warschauer & Whittaker, 1997, p. 31).That is, from the center of the teaching process, his role shifts tothe roles of facilitator, mediator, coordinator, consultant, anddemonstrator. Consequently, the instructors engage in various,possibly challenging, tasks. Apart from coordinating group plan-ning, focusing students’ attention on linguistic aspects of theelectronic texts, invoking awareness of genres and discourses,assisting students in developing appropriate learning strategies(Warschauer & Whittaker, 1997, p. 31), ESP instructors contributein other ways.As has been pointed out, principle instructors’ tasks pertainingto effective management and exploitation of online resources areclosely related to the role of a material developer, and as suchinherent to ESP instruction. Yet, developing materials is not suchan easy task (Dashestani, 2013) and instructors should improvetheir own material development skills and strategies for selectingresources (Son, 2008) that could also be of use for the instructors’active role in terms of efficient (re)search guides. However, theyneed to possess sufficient technical and theoretical knowledge (Lee,2000).The appropriate pedagogical approach is another issue. Takentogether, the findings and accompanying discussion imply that awell-balanced eclectic approach is preferred. In fact, effectiveinstruction should encompass an array of varied approaches andstrategies: the learner-centered and closely related learn-ing-centered approaches underlying the ESP instruction, to beginwith, then through holistic content-based, task-based, andproject-based approaches, all being profoundly intertwined withcommunicative approach. In addition, this study argues for theaffordances based approach in online pedagogy, which evaluatesthe potential or capacity of new technologies to enhance thelanguage learning and teaching process (Colpaert, 2006, pp. 478–



HEADING TOWARDS INTERNET ENHANCED ESP INSTRUCTIONALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJAC 157479). All these, being inseparable, are best seen as complementaryapproaches leading to the general aim to systematically educatestudents in the skills and knowledge they will need not only at thecourse of study but when the formal coursework ends as well.Thus, the overall integrative approach is advocated. Onlythrough the integrative Internet enhanced instruction focused onspecific learning aspects in need of enhancement, can the Internetaffordances be fully exploited. In this regard, the study furthersupports the Warschauer’s (2000) third stage, or perspective, ofCALL. Warschauer (2000) roughly divided the history of CALL intothree main stages: structural/behavioristic, communicative andintegrative CALL. Integrative CALL, characteristic of the 21st centu-ry, features the following: multimedia and the Internet, suitabilityfor ESP learning, language developed in social interaction, comput-ers being principally used for authentic discourse with theprincipal objective being to achieve accuracy, fluency, and agency.This stage seeks to both integrate various language skills and alsointegrate technology more fully into the language learning process(Warschauer & Healey, 1998, p. 58). Besides, the study also corrobo-rates the statement that the Internet inclusion end goal should beseen through the concept of normalisation which is relevant to anykind of technological innovation and refers to the stage when thetechnology becomes invisible, embedded in everyday practice andhence normalised (Bax, 2003, p. 23).Therefore, the findings of the current study support the idea thatthe Internet maximum merits can be achieved through promotingtwo types of ESP learning:– overt learning: the Internet, as a learning tool integrated intothe syllabus, being used for purposefully designed in-class ac-tivities occupying an appropriate part of every lesson and af-ter-class assignments and projects with the primary aim to fos-ter simultaneously mastering EFL along with the subject-mat-ter knowledge; and– covert learning: the Internet resources being used for variousprofessional and non-educational purposes thus yielding im-provement in overall language proficiency.Furthermore, the merits of the proposed instruction arefar-reaching. Firstly, the proposed directions could eventually leadto the changed perception of EFL as it would no longer be seen as acompulsory subject with the main goal to pass the exam (Pešić &



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017158 ALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJACRadovanović, 2016), but rather as a meaningful means of communi-cation and knowledge expanding. More importantly, assistingstudents to learn how to communicate, conduct research, and pres-ent their ideas effectively using the Internet beyond the confines ofthe class or semester (Shetzer & Warschauer, 2000, p. 172) ulti-mately yields long-standing benefits that go far beyond ESPinstruction objectives. CONCLUSION Given the ubiquity of the Internet in the students’ lives, almost inthe extent of addiction, as one student commented, and the specificmerits of using this state-of-the-art information source, the Inter-net is a useful tool enhancing ESP instruction. However, the claimspresented argue against the Internet inclusion in an ad hoc anddisconnected fashion. The study advocates an integrative approachincluding the Internet integration only if:– the students’ needs have been analysed and informed decisionsregarding instruction goals made;– the Internet based activities have been planned and developed,materials selected or adapted and all appropriately integratedinto the curricula where feasible;– integrative activities related to the subject-matter are fostered;– attention is being paid to developing other non-language relat-ed skills; and– instructors possess the relevant competences and are willing toengage in time-consuming and at times demanding tasks.Despite the small-scale survey and its primarily descriptivenature, the study tended to provide insights that could contributeto improving ESP instruction.REFERENCES Bax, S. (2003). CALL – past, present and future. System 31, 13–28.Beatty, K. (2010). Teaching and Researching: Computer-Assisted Language Learn-ing (2nd int. ed.). London: Pearson Education.Chapelle, C. A. (2010). The spread of computer-assisted language learning.Language Teaching 43(1), 66–74.Colpaert, J. (2006). Pedagogy-driven design for online language teaching andlearning. CALICO Journal 23(3), 477–497.Crystal, D. (2003). English as a global language (2nd ed.). Cambridge: CambridgeUniversity Press.
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HEADING TOWARDS INTERNET ENHANCED ESP INSTRUCTIONALEKSANDRA M. RADOVANOVIĆ, VLADIMIR M. KRAGULJAC 161ин[ересима ученика и циљевима нас[авноn qроnрама. З�оn [оnаје сqровеQено ис[раживање qу[ем анке[ноn уqи[ника о qерцеq-цијама и с[авовима с[уQена[а. Три скуqа оQ 32 qи[ања qос[а-вљена у виQу с[авки орQиналноn [иqа (Ликер[ова скала) форму-лисана су [ако Qа qруже увиQе о оqш[им с[авовима иqреференцијама исqи[аника у вези ин[ерне[а и њеnовоn значајау о�разовне сврхе. ПослеQње qи[ање, qи[ање о[вореноn [иqа,имало је за циљ Qа с[уQен[има qружи qрилику Qа изнесу соq-с[вене qреQлоnе и комен[аре.Укра[ко, налази су qоказали Qа с[уQен[и уqо[ре�љавају ин-[ерне[ у великој мери као и Qа су свесни свих њеnових qреимућ-с[ава у вези о�разовања, укључујући и знање с[ручних qреQме-[а, али Qа nа не корис[е у Qовољној мери ни[и на аQеква[анначин, како �и qо�ољшали знање енnлескоn језика с[руке. Нала-зи ис[раживања омоnућили су иQен[ификовање асqека[а које јеqо[ре�но унаqреQи[и, као и ис[ицање корек[ивних мера и суnе-с[ија. Најqре, qо[ре�но је ак[ивно и анnажовано усмеравањес[уQена[а на ресурсе и информације Qос[уqне qу[ем ин[ерне[ау вези учења енnлескоn језика, али и с[ручних саQржаја, који имнајвише моnу корис[и[и. Посе�ан наnласак је с[ављен на моnућеначине qо�ољшања веш[ина комуникације. У раQу су qонуђениконкре[ни qримери ак[ивнос[и и саQржаја qосе�но значајни зајезик Qа[е с[руке. У целини, налази qоQржавају с[ав Qа се уqо[ре�ом ин[ерне[анајвише може qос[ићи qоQс[ицањем Qве врс[е учења енnлескоnјезика: о[вореноn и qрикривеноn. У [ом qоnлеQу, qреQложен јеукуqни ин[еnра[ивни qеQаnошки qрис[уq, јер моnућнос[и ин-[ерне[а моnу �и[и у qо[qунос[и искоришћене само кроз ин[е-nра[ивну нас[аву која је усреQсређена на оQређене асqек[е уче-ња. КЉУЧНЕ РЕЧИ: ин[ерне[, језик с[руке, нас[ава, [уризам.Овај чланак је о�јављен и Qис[ри�уира се qоQ лиценцом Creative CommonsАу[орс[во-Некомерцијално МеђунароQна 4.0 (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).This paper is published and distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial International 4.0 licence (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).


